
 

   
 

 

 

 

The defunding process 

• There are two ways that applied general qualifications such as BTECs can be ‘defunded’ (have 
public funding withdrawn), and that is if the government concludes that: a qualification ‘overlaps’ 
with one of the new T level qualifications (the ‘overlap process’) and/or a qualification does not 
meet new quality and necessity criteria (the ‘reapproval process’)     

• In May 2022, the government published a list of qualifications it deemed to overlap with Wave 1 
and 2 T levels. Unless an appeal is upheld, these qualifications will be defunded from 1 August 
2024. It will publish a list of qualifications it deems to overlap with Wave 3 and 4 T levels around 
the same time next year. Unless an appeal is upheld for qualifications that feature on that list, 
they will be defunded from 1 August 2025. 

• Only a small number of BTEC qualifications appeared on the list published in May, and it is likely 
the same will be true of the list published next year. While relatively few qualifications will be 
defunded through the overlap process, a number of concerns remain: 

o The process of assessing overlap is not transparent. A group of six ‘independent 
assessors’ was commissioned by the DfE to review 2,000 qualifications across a 
range of very different subjects. We do not know what their background or 
experience is, and there is no written evidence to support their conclusion that 160 
qualifications should be defunded.   

o In July 2022, the government confirmed in response to a written parliamentary 
question that decisions made by the six independent assessors were subsequently 
“moderated internally” by DfE, making the process even less transparent.  

o The process has led to some unusual decisions. For example, one awarding 
organisation’s Diploma in Health and Social Care featured on the list, but the 
diplomas from other awarding organisations did not. Engineering BTECs were 
included despite most Engineering T levels featuring in Waves 3 and 4.  

o There is no student, provider or employer input to the process. A group of six 
individuals have been charged with making far-reaching decisions that will affect 
thousands of students.  

• This does not bode well for the reapproval process, which is where most BTEC qualifications are 
likely to be defunded. In our view, applied general qualifications should not be required to go 
through this process, as they have recently undergone a rigorous process of reform. Only these 
reformed (RQF - Regulated Qualifications Framework) versions are included in the DfE’s 
performance tables and most now include an element of external assessment.  

• As things stand, all BTEC qualifications must go through the reapproval process (A levels and T 
levels do not), so it is essential that the process is transparent, and decision-making is not the 
preserve of civil servants and external consultants. The future of BTECs will largely be 
determined by the outcome of these two reapproval processes. The timetable is as follows: 

o First reapproval process: Expected to begin in September 2022 and cover subject 
areas aligned to Wave 1 and 2 T levels. Qualifications that are not approved will be 
defunded from 1 August 2025    

o Second reapproval process: Expected to begin in 2023 and cover subject areas 
aligned to Wave 3 and 4 T levels and all other qualifications. Qualifications that are 
not approved will be defunded from 1 August 2026. 

Supplementary information: Protect Student Choice debate 

Westminster Hall: 4.30pm, 18th July 2022  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/qualifications-that-overlap-with-t-levels
https://feweek.co.uk/transparency-concerns-build-over-level-3-review-independent-assessors/
https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-questions/detail/2022-06-28/26815


 

   
 

Subject areas and timing 

• Table 1 sets out the subject areas that are being reviewed through the first overlap process 
and/or reapproval process (those shaded darker are covered by both), and so are the short-term 
priorities for the campaign. These subject areas are linked to Wave 1 or 2 T levels. 

Subject area Example qualifications ‘Overlapping’ or ‘aligning’ T 
levels  

Health and Social Care BTEC National Diploma in Health 
and Social Care – government 
plans to defund 

Health 
Healthcare science 

IT/Computing Cambridge Technical 
Introductory Diploma in IT – 
government plans to defund 

Digital support and services 

Engineering and construction BTEC National Foundation 
Diploma in Engineering – 
government plans to defund 

Design and development for 
engineering and manufacturing 
Maintenance, installation and 
repair for engineering and 
manufacturing 
Engineering, manufacturing, 
processing and control 

Education and childcare CACHE Diploma for the Early 
Years Workforce (Early Years 
Educator) – government plans to 
defund 

Education and childcare 

Applied Science BTEC National Extended 
Certificate in Applied Science 

Science 
Healthcare science 

Digital Games Design BTEC National Extended 
Certificate in Digital Games 
Production 

Digital production, design and 
development 

Table 1: Subject areas in scope of first overlap process and/or reapproval process 

• Table 2 sets out the subject areas that are likely to be reviewed through the second overlap 
process and/or reapproval process (the second overlap list has not been published yet). These 
subject areas are linked to Wave 3 or 4 T levels. 

Subject area Example qualifications ‘Overlapping’ or ‘aligning’ T 
levels 

Creative media UAL Diploma In Creative Media 
Production & Technology   

Media, broadcast and production 

Art and design UAL Foundation Diploma in Art 
and Design 

Craft and design 

Animal management/ 
horticulture and forestry 

BTEC National Foundation 
Diploma in Animal Management 

Agriculture, land management 
and production 
Animal care and management 

Business BTEC National Foundation 
Diploma in Business 

Digital business services 
Management and administration 
Finance 

Hairdressing/beauty City & Guilds Diploma in Beauty 
Therapy Techniques 

Hair, beauty and aesthetics  

Applied law BTEC National Extended 
Certificate in Applied Law 

Legal 

Table 2: Subject areas likely to be in scope of second overlap process and/or reapproval process 

• Finally, Table 3 sets out the subject areas that are likely to be reviewed through the second 
reapproval process only. These subject areas are unlikely to be deemed to ‘overlap’ with any T 
levels, but all must be reapproved and so remain at risk.  

 

 



 

   
 

Subject area Example qualifications 

Criminology WJEC Applied Certificate in Criminology 

Public services SFJ Awards Diploma in Policing 

Travel and tourism BTEC National Extended Certificate in Travel and Tourism 

Music UAL Diploma in Music Performance & Production  

Uniformed protective services BTEC National Foundation Diploma in Uniformed Protective Services 

Sport/Sport and exercise 
science 

BTEC National Extended Certificate in Sport 

Performing arts UAL Diploma in Performing & Production Arts 

Applied psychology BTEC National Extended Certificate in Applied Psychology 

Music technology, film 
production, etc. 

BTEC National Extended Certificate in Creative Digital Media 
Production 

Enterprise and 
entrepreneurship 

BTEC National Extended Certificate in Enterprise and 
Entrepreneurship National Extended Certificate in Enterprise and 
Entrepreneurship 

Table 3: Subject areas likely to be in scope of second reapproval process only 

 

• For completeness, Table 4 sets out T levels by wave, and the year that they will be introduced. 

Wave and year of first teaching T Level 

Wave 1 (2020)  • Design, surveying and planning for construction  

• Digital production, design and development  

• Education and childcare  

Wave 2 (2021)  • Building services engineering for construction  

• Digital business services  

• Digital support and services  

• Health  

• Healthcare science  

• Onsite construction  

• Science  

Wave 3 (2022)  • Accounting  

• Design and development for engineering and manufacturing  

• Engineering, manufacturing, processing and control  

• Finance  

• Maintenance, installation and repair for engineering and 
manufacturing  

• Management and administration  

Wave 4 (2023)  • Animal care and management  

• Agriculture, land management and production  

• Catering  

• Craft and design  

• Hair, beauty and aesthetics  

• Legal services  

• Media, broadcast and production  
Table 4: T levels by wave 

• This document should be read in conjunction with the main Protect Student Choice MP briefing 
that can be found here. For more information about the campaign visit: 
www.protectstudentchoice.org  

https://sfcacampaign.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/0722-Protect-Student-Choice-MP-briefing-v2.pdf?t=1656949582
http://www.protectstudentchoice.org/
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